Weingut Willems-Willems

2017 Riesling Kabinett „Oberemmler Altenberg“

vintage: 2017
grape variety: Riesling
taste.: feinherb
producer region: Mosel (Saar)
alcohol: 11,5% vol.
acidity: 9,1 g/l
residual Sugar: 53,3 g/l

The finest parcels of the large "Altenberg" vineyard can be found just below its small vineyard chapel. The vines that grow in these steep slopes are more than 70 years old. They have deep roots and produce very small and mineral-rich berries. This deliciously drinkable, quintessential Saar Kabinett is the result of a special combination of extremely small yields (30 hl/ha), slow wild ferment and the plentiful time we grant these wines before bottling.